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Axioms for Hid 
10. The preceding properties (8.6) and (9.3) characterize Hid, if we 
exclude freak cases. Yet at a certain stage in the proof we shall have to 
avoid the case x(K) = 2. To this end we shall introduce an additional 
condition in§ 13. We shall now study a hexagonic structureH = 'V,E ;Jl 
satisfying the following axioms (d denotes the distance): 
(I) H contains an ordinary hexagon with on each of its edges at least 
3 vertices. 
(II) For every triple of edges l, m, m' E E with d(l, m) = d(l, m') = 4, 
d(m, m') = 2, d(l, m ~ m') = 3 there is an automorphism :n: of H having 
P(l) for axis and such that :n:m = "m'. 
(III) For every triple of vertices p1, p2, pa E V with d(p1, p2) = 4, d(p1, Pa) = 
= d(p2, pa) = d(p1 " p2, pa) = 6 there is an edge a E E and an auto-
morphism :n: of H having P(a) for axis stwh that :n:p1=p2, :n:pa=pa. 
We have seen that we can construct an H, -r#id, which fulfils (I) 
and (II), but not (III), so (III) is independent of (I), (II). For Hid in 
the case x(K) # 3, according to (8. 7) the dual of (II) does not hold, so the 
dual hexagonic structure to Hid (where vertices and edges are inter-
changed) does not fulfil (II) nor (III). So (II) is independent of (I). 
Inversely, (I) does not depend on (II), (III), which are valid for several 
freak cases. The question whether (II) is dependent on (I), (III) remains 
open. A partial answer will be given in (10.6). We first derive some 
consequences of the axioms. 
(10.1) Suppose (I). Then P(p), p E V, contains at least 2 elements and 
P(q), q E E, contains at least 3 elements. 
Proof: This follows from (7.2) I 
The axioms (II) and (III) may be partially replaced by the configuration-
theorems which we proceed to derive. 
(10.2) Suppose (II). Then the following statement holds: 
(Il1) PI.P2,paEV, q1,q2,qaEE, d(p,,p,)=d(q,,q,)=6 if ii'j, i,j=1,2,3, 
d(pt,, q1) = 3 if i, j = 1, 2, 3 except i = 3, j = 3 ==>- d(pa, qa) = 3. 
2Hl 
Proof: Let a2, aa E P(p1) be such that d(at, qt) = 2. From (II) we 
deduce the existence of n E ':§ with axis P(q1) such that na2=aa. Now 




The configuration (II1) is selfdual. It would be interesting to have a 
hexagonic structure in which (Il1) does not hold. 
(10.3} Suppose (II) again. Then we have: 
(Il2) p, Pb p2, q1, q2, qa E V, d(p, qi) = 2, d(qt, qi) = 4 if i i= j, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 
d(p, Pl) = d(p, p2) = 6, d(p1, qi) = 4 if i = 1, 2, 3, d(p2, q1) = d(p2, q2) = 4 
===>- d(p2, qa) = 4. 
Fig. 8 
Proof: Let a1, a2 E P(q1}, b1, b2 E P(q2), c1 E P(qa) be such that 
d(ai, Pt)=d(bt, Pt)=d(cl, Pl)=3 (i=1, 2). The hexagon containing 
p1, a1, q1, p, q2, b1 may be transformed into one containing a2, b2 by an 
automorphism keeping p, q1, q2, qa fixed. According to (II) we have 
11:1, n2 E ':§ with axis p ....., q2, p ....., q1 respectively, and na1 = a2, nb1 = b2. Now 
n1n2a1=a2, n1n2b1=b2. Apply (Il1) top, n1n2p1, P2 E V, a2, b2, n1n2c1 E E I 
(10.4) Suppose (III). Then we have: 
(III1) p1, p2, pa E V, d(p1, p2) = 4, d(p1 " p2, pa) = 6, then there is p E V 
such that d(p1, p) = d(p2, p) = 4, p E F2(pa) = {q E V J d(pa, q) = 2 or 0 }. 
15 Series A 
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Proof: If d(p1, ps) = 4 or d(p2, Ps) = 4 trivial. Suppose d(p1, ps) = 
= d(p2, ps) = 6. On account of (III) we have an axial :n; E C§ with :n:p1 = p2,. 
:n;p3 =p3• Let a EE be the axis of :n;, b EP(ps) such that d(a, b)=2, and 
p E P(b) such that d(p, PI)= 4. Then :n;p = p, so d(p, p2) = 4 I 
a 
Fig. 9 
One of the axioms (II), (TII) may be substituted by a configuration-
theorem. For we have: 
(10.5) (II), (III1) '*(III). 
Proof: Suppose p1, p2, ps E V, d(p1, ps) = 4, d(p1, ps) = d(p2, ps) = 
= d(p1 A p2, ps) = 6. Because of (III1) we have p with d(p1, p) = d(p2, p) = 4,. 
d(p,ps)=2. Take aEE such that d(piAP2,a)=3, d(pt-tps,a)=2. By 
(II) we have :n;EC§ with axis a and :n:(p1t-t (PIAP2})=pst-t (PI A p2). Now 
:n;p=p, so :n:p1=Pz I 
(10.6) (I), (II2}, (III) '*(II). 
a 
Fig. 10 
Proof: Suppose l,m,m'EE with d(l,m)=d(l,m')=4, d(m,m')=2,. 
d(l,mt-tm')=3. Take q1EP(l), d(mt-tm',qi)=4, then take bEP(qi},. 
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b¥=l, and pa, P4 E P(b), P3, p4¥=q1. Then d(pa, m H m') =d(p4, m H m') = 6. 
Define p1, pz by Pl E P(m), pz E P(m'), d(p1, P4)=d(pz, P4)=4. On account 
of (Til) we have an axial n E !:§ with np1 = pz, npa = pa. Let a E E be the 
axis of n, a1 E P(p3) with d(a, a1) = 2 and ps E P(a1) with d(p1, ps) = 4. 
Now apply (llz) to m H m', p4, ps, p1, pz, qz. Then d(qz, ps) = 4. From 
(7.1) we infer qz A p4=qz A ps, so a1=b, a=l I 
11. In this §,let H satisfy (I), (llz), (lll1). Our first aim is to reconstruct 
the totally singular subspaces of the set F of a.c. points of H;d. In F 
a subset is linear if for each pair of its points, it contains the line spanned 
by this pair. A point, line or plane of r coincides with the orthoplement 
of its orthoplement. So in H we define a subsetS C VUE to be (totally) 
isotropic if p, q E S ==> p j_ q, and linear if Sil=S. We have S C Sl.l. and 
S C T ==>SJ.. '::) TJ.., so SJ.. is always linear. Sil, which is the smallest linear 
set containing S, will be said to be spanned by S, and p E Sil will be 
called dependent onS. Exemples of isotropic linear sets are {p}, {p} u P(p), 
P(p) u P2(p) (p E VuE). However, we want to consider subsets of V 
only. Now we have: 
(11.1) Lemma. S C V ==> {SJ.. f"'l V}J..=Sil. 
Proof: pEV, qEE, p j_ q==>p l_P(q), and p,qEVUE, pl_P(q)==> p l_q 
by (7.1) 1 
So we shall call S C V linear in V if S =Sl.l. f"'l V = {SJ.. f"'l V}l. f"'l V. 
Point, line and plane will denote isotropic linear subsets in V spanned 
by 1, 2, and 3 vertices respectively. Then {p}, p E V, is a point, so points 
correspond 1-1 to vertices. Further P(q}, q E E, is a line (see {11.2)) 
and will be called the edged line with edge q. P 2(p) is a plane (see below), 
and will be called the polar plane with pole p. Vertices, edged lines, polar 
planes are analogous to a.c. points, a.c. lines, centric planes of H;d 
respectively. 
Write L(p1, pz) = {p1, pz}il f"'l V (p1, pz E V, d(p1, pz) = 2 or 4). Then we 
have: 
(11.2) p~, pz E V, d(p1, pz) = 2 ==> L(p1, pz) =P(pl H pz). 
Proof: Apply (7.1) I 
(11.3) p1, p2, q E V, d(p1, pz)=d(pl, q)=d(pz, q)=4, d(p1 A pz, q)=6 ==> 
L(p1, pz) = P 2(p1 A pz) f"'l {q }J... 
Proof: Apply (7.1) and (llz) I 
(ll.4) Pb pz, pa E V, Pl ¥= pz, P3, Pa E L(p1, pz) ==> L(p1, pz) =L(p~, P3). 
Proof: d(p1, pz)=2, then P3 E P(p1 H pz) ==> Pl H Pz=P1 1-1 pa. 
d(p1, pz) = 4, then d(p1, pa) = 4, pa E P 2(p1 A pz) ==> Pl A P2 = Pl A P3 I 
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As a consequence we get: 
(11.5) Two distinct points are in at most one line and, if they are orthogonal, 
in exactly one line. 
Suppose p, q E V, d(p, q) = 6. The perspectivity between P(p) and 
P(q) induces a perspectivity between the lines P2(p) () {q}t- and P2(q) () {p}L 
by x-+ x A q, y-+ yAp (x E P2(p) () {q}L, y E P2(q) () {p}L). 
X p y q 
Fig. 11 
Now consider P2(p), p E V. Take p1, P2 E P2(p), then d(p1, P2)=2, 
Pl f-l P2 E P(p) or d(p1, p2) = 4, Pl A P2 = p. It is easily verified that P2(p) 
is an isotropic plane, spanned by any of its independent triples 
p1, p2, p3 E P2(p), and that P2(p)L=P2(p), so P2(p) is maximal isotropic. 
If PI. p2 E p2(p), Pl'i'P2, then L(PI, P2) C P 2(p). Moreover, P 2(p) is a 
projective plane: 
(11.6) Suppose PI. P2• q1, q2 E p2(r), rEV, and P1=Fp2, q1=Fq2. Then 
L(p1, P2) () L(q1, q2) =ft. 0. 
r 
Fig. 12 
Proof: If d(p1, P2) = 2 or d(q1, q2) = 2 trivial. Let d(p1, p2) =d(ql, q2) = 4. 
We may suppose q, E P(p, !-l r). Find s1 E V such that 
L(p1, P2)=~P2(r) () {sl}L. 
According to (III1) we can find s2 E P 2(s1) with d(q1, s2) = d(q2, s2) = 4, 
so L(q1, q2)=P2(r) () {s2}L. Now s1=s2 '*L(pl, p2)=L(q1, q2). If s1=Fs2, 
take x=P(sp-~ s2) () {r}L. Then x A r E L(p1, p2) () L(q1, q2) I 
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Remark: From (10.1) and (11.6) it follows that the pencils P(p), 
p E V, and P(q), q E E, contain the same number of elements. 
Let p1, p2, pa E V be mutually orthogonal and independent. Suppose 
d(p1, p2) = 2, then there is a p E P(p1 ;-; p2) with d(p, pa) = 2, so 
p1,p2,p3 EP2(p). If d(pi,PJ)=4 (i=?j), write PiAPi+l=qi+2 (subscripts 
mod 3). Then qi j_ qJ, d(qi, qJ)=4 or 0. Now q1=q2 implies qa=qr, so 
pr,p2,p3 EP2(q1), and inversely. We now suppose d(qi,qJ)=4 (i=?j). In 
this case write R(pr, p2, pa)={pr, p2, pa}L. We have: 
(11.7) p E R(p1, p2, pa), Pi' Pl ='?- L(p, PI) n L(p2, pa) =I 0. 
Proof: pEE ='?-P EP(q2) n P(q3)=0 by (7.1), so p E V. Further 
p E P 2(p1) ='?- p E P 2(p1) n {p2}L n {pa}L = P(p1 ;-; q2) n P(p1 ;-; qa) = {pl}. 
So d(p, p1) = 4. We have d(p A p1, q1) = 4 or 6, for d(pr, q1) = 6. Suppose 
d(p Ap1,q1) = 6. By (11.6), we can find xEL(p,p1) n {ql}L. As p2,pa_j_ L(p,p1), 
we have x j_ p2, pa, q1. This implies d(x, q1)=2. So d(p" p1, q1)=4. It 
follows that d(x, p A Pl) = 2, x = (p A Pl) A q1 E L(p, PI) n L(p2, pa) I 
P, 
Fig. 13 
(11.8) p, p' E R(pr, p2, pa) ='?- p _L p'. 
Proof: Suppose p=?p', write q=L(p, PI) n L(p2, pa), then p' j_ p2,P3 
='?- p' j_ q. Now p' j_ p1, q ='?- p' _L P I 
We infer from (11.8) that R(p1, p2, pa) is maximal isotropic, and con-
sequently is the plane spanned by p1, p2, pa. 
(11.9) p E R(p1, p2, pa), p ¢:. L(p2, pa) ='?- R(p1, p2, pa) =R(p, p2, pa). 
Proof: {p, p2, pa}.L C R(pr, p2, pa) I 
So R(pr,p2,pa) is spanned by any independent triple q1,q2,qaER(p1,p2,pa). 
(11.10) q1, q2, qa, q4 E R(p1, p2, pa), q1 =?q2, qa=?q4 ='?- L(qr, q2) n L(qa,q4) =I 0. 
Proof: We may suppose qa ¢:. L(q1, q2). Then R(p1, p2, pa) =R(q1,q2,qa). 
The result follows from (11.7) I 
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Combining (11.5), (11.6), (11.10) we get: 
(ll.ll) Three mutually orthogonal independent points span a projective 
plane. 
This projective plane satisfies the axioms of BmKHOFF [1] Ch. VIII § 3: 
PG I. Two distinct points are in one and only one line. 
PG2. If a line intersects two sides of a triangle, not at their intersection, 
it intersects the third side. 
PG3. Every line contains at least three points. 
For brevity, if d(pt, Pt+l) = d(pt " Pt+l, Pt+l " PH2) = 4 ( i = 1, 2, 3, sub-
scripts mod 3), we shall call the triple PI, p2, pa and the plane R(pr, p2, pa) 
hexagonal. 
(11.12) Let R be a plane, p ¢: R a vertex. Then R r. {p}L is a line. 
Proof: (i) R=P2(q), q E V. Then d(p, q)=4 =*P2(q) r. {p}L=P(r) 
with r E P(q), d(p, r) = 3. If d(p, r) = 6 apply (11.3). 
(ii) R=R(pi,p2,pa) hexagonal. Then pEP2(piAP2) =*Rrt{p}l=L(pi,P2). 
If p ¢: P2(Pt "PHI) (i= 1, 2, 3), write L.,=P2(PHI "PH2) rt {p}l, and 
q.,=Lt rt L(pHr, PH2). Then at least 2 of the vertices qi, q2, qa are different I 
(11.13) Suppose R(pi, p2, pa) hexagonal. Then p, p' E R(pi, P2, p3), p=l=p' "'* 
p " p' E R(p2 " pa, pa "PI, PI " P2)· 
Proof: If p, p' E L(p2, Pa), p "p' = P2 "pa. Suppose p ¢: L(p2, pa). 
Then R(pi, p2, Pa)=R(p, p2, pa). From the proof of (11.7) we deduce 
p' " p j_ p2 " pa. Similarly p " p' j_ Pa " pr, PI " P2 I 
For a hexagonal plane R=R(pi, p2, pa) write R=R(p2APa,Pa"PI,PI"P2)· 
From (11.13) we infer that R is uniquely determined by R, and thatR=R. 
So R ~ R defines an involution in the set of hexagonal planes. If R 
represents aC rt Cii, R represents iiC rt Ca. If R is polar, define R=R. 
The planes R, R will be called conjugate. We have R r. R=0 or R=R, 
for if R r. R =1= 0, R contains an edged line, hence is polar. Pairs of conjugate 
hexagonal planes are characterized by: 
(11.14) Let R, S be hexagonal planes, R=!=S. Suppose each edged line 
meeting R also meets S. Then S=R and inversely. 
Proof: Suppose q E R, q ¢: S. Every edged line of F2(q) intersects S, 
so P2(q) r. S = {q}l r. S is a line L. Take p E L r. R, p' E R, p' =1= p and 
l E P(p'). Now P(l) rt S C P(l) rt {p}l={p'}. So S=R I 
12. Now suppose H to satisfy (I), (II), (III). We shall consider the 
group f§ of H. It is clear that every 7& E f§ maps lines onto lines and planes 
onto planes. Particularly we consider axial automorphisms: 
(12.1) Let 7& E f§ have axis P(a), a E E, and suppose p E V, p ¢: P(a)l. 
Then 7ep E L(p, q), where q=P(a) r. {p}l. 
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Proof: d(a, p) = 5, so P(a) f1 {p }.L consists of one vertex. Build a 
hexagon a, q, a2, as, a4, p, a&, ... , au, then L(p, q)=P2(as) f1 {a9}.L. Now 
d(a, a3)=d(a, a9)=3, so nas=as, na9=~. This implies nL(p, q)=L(p, q) I 
(12.2) Let :7l E ~have axis P(a), a E E, and let R be a plane meeting P(a). 
Then R is invariant under n and the restriction n I R is a translation. 
Proof: (i) P(a) C R implies R polar. Let p be the pole, then d(a,p) = 1, 
R C P(a).t, so nl R=id. 
{ii) P(a) f1 R= {q} with q E V. Take q' E P(a), q' #q, then P(a).L f1 R= 
= {q, q'}.L f1 R = {q'}.L f1 R is a line (ll.2) containing q. If pER, 
p ¢= P(a).L f1 R, we have np E L(p, q) C R (12.1). So nl R is a translation 
with axis P(a).L f1 R and centre P(a) f1 R I 
(12.3) Let R be a hexagonal plane, L C R a line and p, p' E R, ¢= L. Then 
R admits a translation having L for axis and moving p to p'. 
Proof: We can find q E R such that L=R f1 P2(q). 
Write q' =L f1 L(p, p'). By (II) there is a n E ~ with P(q ~ q') for axis 
moving p to p' I 
(12.4) Let F2(p) be a polar plane, a, bE P(p) and q, q', r E P(b), ¢= P(a) 
and distinct. Then P2(p) admits a dilatation having P(a) for axis, r for centre 
and moving q to q'. 
p ~0 ri' 9 
r 
Fig. 14 
Proof: Build a hexagon po=r, p1=b, P2=p, pa=a, p4, ... , pu. Take 
P1o' E L(p, Plo), and complete th~ chain ps, p7', ... , P1o', pu', r. Put 
q" =P(pu) f1 L(q, p10'). Let n1 E ~ have axis P(P9') and n1q=q". Write 
P1o"=L(q', q") f1 L(p, p10) and complete the chain again. Let n2 E ~have 
axis P(p9") and n2q" =q'. Then :7l2:7llq=q', :7l2:7llr=r, :7l2:7lla=a. Take c E P(a), 
c' E P(p9) f1 {c}.L, then d(c 11 c', P9')=d(c 11 c', p9") = 3 by (II1). So n1c=c', 
:7l2C1 =c. The restriction of :7l2:7ll to P 2(p) is the desired translation I 
It is clear that q, q' may be chosen on any line through r. 
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So we have translations in the hexagonal planes, dilations with 
prescribed centre in the polar planes. We link these results by: 
(12.5) Let R, R' be planes. Then there exists a collineation mapping Ron R'. 
(By a collineation we mean a 1- 1 mapping of points to points, lines to 
lines, preserving incidence; by a correlation the same interchanging lines 
and points). 
Proof: Let S,S' be planes, SnS'=0. Then by (11.12) the mapping 
p --+ {p }..L n S', L --+ L..L n S' is a correlation of S on S'. So we may prove 
our theorem by constructing a sequence of planes R = 8 1, 8 2, ... , S2n = R' 
with Si-lnSi=0. Suppose R=P2(p), R'=P2(p'), d(p,p')=2. Then we 
can find q1, q2 such that d(p ~ p', qi) = 5, d(p, qi) = d(p', qi) = d(q1, q2) = 6 
(applying that every pencil contains at least 3 elements). Now d(p, q)= 6 => 
P 2(p) n P2(q)=0. Let R=R(pl, p2, pa) be hexagonal. Take 
q2 E P((p1 A P2) ~ P2), q2 =ft Pl A p2, p2, and qa E P((p1 A Pa) ~ pa) n {q2}..L, 
q= q2 A qa. p2(q) n {p1, p2, pa}..L C P(q ~ q2) n P(q ~ qa) n L(q2, qa) = 0. 




From (12.3), (12.4); (12.5) we infer that all planes are desarguesian. 
We may remark e.g. that they satisfy the axioms 4a, 4bP of ARTIN [1] 
Ch. II § 3, 4, with an arbitrary infinite line. So they can be coordinatized 
by a field (not necessarily commutative), which is the same for all planes. 
This field may be constructed by means of the trace-preserving homo-
morphisms of the group of dilatations of the plane (see ARTIN [1] Theorem 
2.11). In the case of Hid, we find again the field K of the split octave 
algebra 0. We want to construct K from t!f in the same way. 
(12.6) Suppose a, bEE, c E V and d(a, b)=2, d(a, c)=3, d(b, c)=5; 
suppose further n E t!f, nx=x if x E P(a), nb=b, and n induces in P2(c) a 
translation with centre c' =P2(c) n P(a) and axis P(c ~ c'). Then n is axial. 
Proof: (i) Take dE P(b), y E P2(c) n {d}..L. Then ny E L(y, c'), so 
ny _Ld, nd=d. Further n(d Ay)=d Any, so P 2(d) is invariant. Suppose 
vEP2(d), nv=v, v=ftd. Then n(d~v)=d~v. The edge of P(c) cor-
responding to d ~ v under the perspectivity P(c) ~ P(d) has also to be 
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fixed, so d ~ v=b, v E P(b). This implies that n induces a translation in 
.P2(d) with axis b and centre d' =P(a) n P(b). 
(ii) Take x E P(a).L, z E P2(c) n {x}.L, then nz j_ x, so nx E L(x, c'). In 


























(12. 7) Let m, n2 E f!J have axes P(a1), P(a2), a1, a2 E E, d(a1, a2) < 2. Then 
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Proof: If a1=a2 trivial. Suppose d(a1, a2)=2. Write p=P(al) n P(a2). 
Take x fj: {p}.t, d1=P(a1) n {x}.t, d2=P(a2) n {x}.L. Now 
n1n2x=L(d1, n2x) n L(d2, n1x). 
Then 'JTI'Jt2Y=Y if y EP(aa), mn2l P 2(d1)=n2l P 2(d1) is a translation, and 
n1n2(da Ax) =da A n1n2x=da Ax. Apply (12.6) to aa, da ~ (da Ax), d1, p, n1n2 
in the place of a, b, c, c', n I 
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So the set of all axial automorphisms with axis containing p constitutes 
a subgroup .:YP p of t§. The preceding proof reveals that .:YP p is isomorphic 
to the group of all translations of the plane R(d1, d2, x) with L(d1, d2) 
for infinite line. So .:YP Pis a 2-dimensional vectorspace. To a trace-preserving 
homomorphism corresponds a homomorphism of .:YP p which maps an auto-
morphism of H on one with the same axis. Call them axis-preserving. 
Then we have: 
(12.8) Let .:YP p be the set of all n E f§ with axes P(a), a E P(p), p E V. 
Let k be the group of all axis-preserving homomorphisms of .:YP p, and define ()(. + f3 (1X, f3 E k) by n"'+fl = n"'nfl (n E .:YP p). Then k is a field (not yet com-
mutative), .:YP p a 2-dimensional vectorspace over k. Every plane of H may 
be coordinatized by k. 
In the case of Hid the result could have been established directly from 
the representation (8.1). 
Embedding in the split octave algebra 
13. Our final object is to prove the identity of H and Hid for the 
field k, constructed in (12.8). The next step is the projective embedding. 
Let Y be the set of all totally isotropic linear subsets of V (points, lines 
and planes) ordered by inclusion. We have to verify the axioms for polar 
geometry I- X of V ELDKAMP [ 1] Ch. III. The following ones are evidently 
satisfied: 
I, II: Y is partially ordered; 
III: intersections exist; 
IV: the elements are projective spaces of finite dimension (satisfying the 
axioms of BIRKHOFF [1] Ch. VIII § 3, PG 1-3); 
V: each element is contained in a maximal one; all maximal elements 
have the same dimension, at least of planes; 
VII: for disjunct maximal R, R' E Y, the mapping x-+ {x}L n R' is a 
correlation between R and R'; 
IX: for maximal R, R' E Y there is a collineation of R upon R'; 
X: the projective spaces of IV are desarguesian. 
So there remain VI and VIII. 
(13.1) Let R be a plane, La line, RnL=0.Then we can find a planeR' 
with L C R', R n R' = 0. 
Proof: q=R n LJ. is a vertex, for if M is a line, then M C LJ. ==> 
L n M #-0. LetS be a plane, L C S. Then R n S C R n LJ.={q}. 
(i) L=P(l), lEE. Then d(q, l)=3. Take p E P(l), d(p, q) =4, then q£ftp2(p). 
(ii) L=L(pl, P2), d(p1, p2) = 4. If q E P 2(p1 1\ p2), build a hexagon and 
take the hexagonal plane I 
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(13.2) Let L, M be lines, L n M = 0. Then we can find a plane R with 
LCR, RnM=0. 
Proof: (i) L=P(l), lEE. Take p1, p2 EL. Supposeq, E P2(pi)nM *0, 
then d(q1, q2) = 6. So P2(p1) n M = 0 or P2(p2) n M = 0. 
(ii) L,M both non-edged. LEP2(l), M EP2(m), l,mE V. Then LnP2(m)¥0, 
JI n P2(l) * 0 =>- d(l, m) = 2, for P2(l) n P2(m) cont~ins 2 vertices. In this 
case a hexagonal plane will do. 
(iii) Other cases: find a planeR', MCR', LnR'=0 and apply (13.1) I 
(13.3) Let R be a plane, p ¢ R. Then we can find a planeR' with pER', 
RnR'=0. 
Proof: (i) R=P2(q), q E V. If d(p, q)=4, take q' EP2(q), ¢P2(p). 
Then P2(q')=R'. 
(ii) R hexagonal. If p¢R, P 2(p)nR*0, take p1=P2(p)nR, 
P2 E {p }.l n R, pa E R such that R = R(p~, p2, pa). Write p' = {p }.l n 
n P((p2 A pa) H pa). Then x E R(p1, p2, pa) n R(p, p', P1 A pa) =>-
x E R(p1, p2, pa) n {p1 A pa}.L=L(p2, pa) C R(p, p', Pl A pa) I 
p' 
,, 
--- ....... _ 
p P, 
Fig. 18 
From (13.1), (13.2), (13.3) one easily deduces: 
VI: for disjunct X, Y E .9 there exist maximal R, S E .9 with X C R, 
YCS and RnS=0. 
A subset Of£ C .9 will be called flat if it satisfies the following require-
ments: 
Of£ contains the lines and planes spanned by points belonging to Of£; 
Of£ contains the points of the lines and planes belonging to Of£. 
If S C V, we denote by o/£(S) the smallest flat subset of .9 containing 
all points of S. Now we turn to: 
VIII: there is a finite subset S C V, such that o/£(S) = .9. 
Our definition of flat is weaker than the one given by VELDKAMP [1] 
Ch. III§ 11. 
(13.4) Take a hexagonal triple Pl> p2, pa E V, put qt=PHl A PH2 (sub-
scripts mod 3), and take r E V such that P 2(r) n R(p1, p2, pa) = 0. Then 
Lfl(p~, p2, ps, q~, q2, qa, r) = .9. 
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Proof: Write ~({p1, p2, pa, q1, q2, qa, r})=~. R(p1, p2, pa)=R. R,RE~, 
so ~ contains all edged lines meeting R (11.14). If {t} E ~. P2(t) n R = 0, 
every edged line of P2(t) intersects some edged line meeting R, hence 
contains 2 points of~. This implies p2(t) E ~.Now take arbitrary s E V. 
We shall show {s} E ~. If p2(s) n R=fo0 or s EP2(r) we have {s} E ~. So 
suppose P2(s) n R=0, s ¢ p2(r). We distinguish the following cases: 
(i) d(r, s)=4, P2(r As) n R=0. Then {r As} C P2(r) E ~. {s}CP2(rAs) E~. 
(ii) d(r, s)=4, P2(r As)() R=fo0. Again {r As} E ~. Now P2(r As) con-
tains an edged line meeting R. This line intersects L(r, s), but not in r. 
So {s} C L(r, s) E ~. 
(iii) d(r,s)=6. Let L be the line of points s' EP2(s) with p2(s')nR=fo0. 
Now p2(r) contains a point r1 such that P2(r1) n R= 0 and {ri}l-nP2(s)=foL. 
So p2(s) contains a s1 ¢ L with d(r1. s1) = 4. Apply (i), (ii) to r1, s1. Then 
it follows that {s1) C P 2(s1) E ~ I 
It is easily seen that a point r exists such that P 2(r) n R=0. 
From VELDKAMP [1], Ch. IV, we infer that f/ can be identified with 
the set of all totally isotropic subspaces of a projective space with respect 
to a polarity or, if x(K) = 2, with a subset of such a set. Let this polarity 
be represented by the semi-bilinear form f on the linear space D over k, 
with respect to the anti-automorphism ~X of k. We may suppose f(x, y)= 
= ± f(y, x)"' (same sign for all x, y ED), ~X2=id (see e.g. VELDKAMP [1] 
Ch. I § 5). Let x, y ED have f(x, x) = f(y, y) = 0, f(x, y) =fo 0. Then 
f().x+y, A.x+y)=Af(x, y) ±A.'" f,x, y)"'=O 
has solutions =fo 0 if ~X =fo id, or the sign is -, or x(K) = 2. So if there are 
no solutions we have ~X=id, +sign and x(K)=fo2. This will imply that k 
is commutative and f symmetric. 
Following VELDKAMP [1] Ch. III § 4, we define the imaginary line 
through two points {p}, {q} E f/ to be the set IL(p, q) of all vertices that 
depend on p, q. Then we have: 
(13.5) Suppose every imaginary line contains at least 3 points. Then there 
is a plane which contains a quadrangle whose diagonal points are collinear. 
Proof: Let a1, b2, c1. ~. b1. c2 in this order be the vertices of a 
hexagon. Suppose as E IL(a1, a2), as=foa1, a2. Then as _l_ b1, bz, c1, c2, so 
d(as, b1~-; cz) = d(aa, b2 ~-; c1) = 3, d(aa, b1) = d(aa, b2) = d(aa, c1) = d(as, cz) = 4, 
d(as, a1)=d(aa, az)=6. Analogous for ba ElL(b1, b2), c3 ElL(ci. c2). 
Now a1, az _l_ ba ==>as _l_ ba, and as A c1 =fo ba A c1 ==> d(aa, ba) = 4. Write 
d=L(bz, c2) () L(a1 A ba, a1 A ca), then d(d, aa)=4. We have d(a1,ba Aca),;,6, 
for a1 A ba=foa1 A ca. So d(d, baA ca)=4. 
Write d' =d A (ba A ca) E L(ba, ca). Then as _l_ d'. From a1 _l_ d, d' and 





Write d" =P2(a2) fl P(d.....,. d'). We have d(a2, ba 11 ca) = 6, so 
d" E L(a2 11 ba, a2 11 ca). 
ct' 
Write e=L(b2,a111ba) fl L(c2,atACa). Now d(a1,a211ba) = 6 ==:> d(e,a211ba) = 4, 
and also d(e, a2 11 ca)=4. So e j_ d". This implies d(d", a1.....,. e)=3, so 
a1 ....,.d=at.....,. e I 
a 1\b 




The collinearity of the diagonal points of one quadrangle means that 
x(k) = 2. So if we exclude this case, it follows that there is an imaginary 
line through a non-orthogonal pair of vertices containing no third vertex. 
As shown before, this implies that k is commutative and f symmetric. 
By positing Q(x) = if(x, x), we have reconstructed the quadratic form. 
It is clear that our difficulties arise from the fact that the tool of polar 
geometry is not adapted to the direct reconstruction of the quadratic form. 
If x(k) = 2, all translations of the planes of H, and hence all auto-
morphisms with an edge for axis have order 2. To avoid this case, we 
require H to satisfy the following additional axiom : 
(IV) H admits an axial automorphism n (having an edge for axis) with 
n2 #id. 
From now on suppose that H satisfies (I), (II), (III), (IV). Then we 
have: 
(13.6) The set Y of all points, lines and planes of H can be identified 
with the set of all totally isotropic linear subspaces of a linear space D over k 
(see (12.8)) with respect to a quadratic form Q. k is commutative and x(k) # 2. 
14. Let p1, qa, p2, q1, pa, q2 in this order be the vertices of a hexagon. 
Taker with d(r,p2Hqa)=d(r,paHq2)=3, d(r,p1)=d(r,q1)=6. It is 
easily verified that P2(r) n R(p1, p2, pa) = 0 (see 13.3) proof (ii)). 
r 
Fig. 21 
Now D (see (13.6)) is spanned by p1, p2, pa, q1, q2, qa, r (see (13.4) and 
VELDKAMP [I] Ch. IV), so dim D,;;; 7. D contains two disjunct planes 
R=R(pb p2, pa) and R=R(ql, q2, qa), so dim D-;;,6. If dim D=6, r would 
be dependent on R, fl, hence there would be an imaginary line containing 
r and meeting both R and fi. By (13.5) and (IV) this line had to be 
isotropic. Such a line does not exist, however, for isotropic lines meeting 
both R and R are edged. This implies dim D = 7. 
Write (x,y)=f(x,y) (x,yED) (see §13). Suppose Pi=Xi*' qi=Yi*' 
r=z*, Xi, Yi, zED. Then all inner products of Xi, Yt, z are 0, except 
(xt, Yi)=rxt, (x1, z)=fJ, (y1, z)=y. Replace x1, y1, z and Q=if by (J-lxl, y-lyl, 
({Jy)-lz and IXl-lfJyQ respectively. Then we have (xl,Yl)=(xbz)=(yl,Z)=l. 
Let r A p2 = r A qa = ({Jzx2 +yay)*. Replace xz, ya by fJzxz, yay and xa, yz 
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by £Xa-1yaxa, 1X2-l(izy2. Then we nave r 11 pz=r 11 t[s=(Zg-f,¥3)4F, (ZJJ, ,91J)= 
=(xa,ya)=l. From (xa-y2,x2+Ya)=0 we infer r11pa=rllq2=(xa-yz)*. 
Write z0 =z-x1 -y1, then Q(zo) = -1, (zo, Xt) = (zo, Yt) = 0. So, after suitable 
normalization, we have Q(6x1 + ... +1']3Y3 + Czo) = L;i~i1)i-C2 (~t, 1']i, C E k). 
Extend the linear space D to a linear space C with dim C = 8. Take 
x0 EO, independent of D, and define Yo=Xo+zo. Then we can extend Q 
to C and define a multiplication inC in such a way, that C becomes the 
algebra of split octaves over k, and xo, yo, x1, x2, xa, y1, y2, ya a normal 
base. Then D is the orthoplement of e=xo+Yo· So we have embedded 
the axiomatic hexagonic structure Hand the algebraic hexagonic structure 
H 1d in the same space D. We want to establish their identity. 
Let the notions vertex, edge, distance d, joined, pencil P(q), polar 
plane P 2(p), hexagonal plane R(p1, p2, p3), and conjugate plane R have 
reference to H exclusively, and let a.c., conjunct, and centric denote 
properties with respect to Hid· Points, lines, planes, orthogonality (of 
vertices, see § 8, beginning) and dependence, for both Hand H 1d, coincide 
with the corresponding notions of the orthogonal geometry of Q in D, 
hence need not be distinguished. 
The sets of vertices and of a.c. points are identical. We will have reached 
our goal when we have shown that edged lines are a.c. and inversily, or 
d(x*, y*)=2 ~ xy=O (x*, y* E V, x**Y*), or P 2(a*)=a0 n Ca (a* E V). 
We shall need several steps. Remark first that if x* E R (defined as 
before), P 2(x*) is the plane spanned by x* and R n {x}-L. So is xC n Ox. 
This implies P 2(x*)=x0 n Ox if x* E R. The same holds for the planes 
R1 =R(pi, r 11 q2, r 11 q3), R2=R(q1, r 11 p2, r 11 pa), R, R1, R2. So a line 
meeting R, R1, R2, or their conjugates, is edged iff it is a.c. 
(14.1) Suppose a* E V such that P 2(a*) n R1=P2(a*) n Rz=0 (R1, R2 








Proof: We also have {a*}-L n R2ioR1 n R2. Takebo*={a*}1.nR1nR2, 
b,* E {a*}l. n Rt, bi* iobo* (i= 1, 2). From P 2(a*) n Rt=0 we infer 
a._¢ P 2(bt*) = btC n Obi. Now a* 11 bt* lies on the line {a*}l. n btC n Cbt. 
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So does ab,. Now a*, a* A b0*, a* A b1*' a* A b2* are coplanar, and so are 
a, ab0 , ab1, ab2. We may write a* A bt* =(ab,+A.tbt)* (i=O, 1, 2), for abt=FO, 
ab,*=Fb,*. Then (ab,+A.tbt, abi+A.ibi)=A.,(b,, abi)+A.i(bJ, abt)+A.tA.i(bt, bJ)· 
Now (bo, ab1)=FO, (bo, ab2)=FO, (bo, b1)=(bo, b2)=0 =>-Ao=A1=A2=A. So 
A.2(b1, b2)=0. From R1=FR2 we infer (b1, b2)=FO. So A.=O. This proves 
a* A bt* = ab,* I 
(14.2) a*, b* E V, d(a*, b*) = 2 =>- ab = 0. 
Proof: We need only consider a*, b* outside R1 u R1 u R2 u R2 
which do not satisfy the conditions of (14.1). 
(i) Suppose .P2(a*) r. R1 =P2(b*) r. R1 =.P2(a*) r. R2=P2(b*) r. R2='0, 
but {a*}J. r. R1={b*}J. r. R1=R1 r. R2. In this case we have d(a*, b*)=F2. 
(ii) Suppose .P2(a*) r. R1=F0, P2(b*) r. R1=F0. One may show that the 
line through a*, b* meets R1. 
(iii) Suppose .P2(a*) r. R1=F0, P2(b*) r. R2=F0. Take c* on the line 
joining a*, b*. As x(k)=F2, this line contains at least 4 points. So we may 
suppose {c*}J. r. R1 =FR1 r. R2. If P 2(c*) r. R1 =P2(c*) r. R2 = 0, apply 
(14.1), if not, apply (ii) I 
From (14.2) we infer P 2(a*) C aG (") Ga for all a* E V. So P2(a*) =aG r. Ga. 
Summarizing we have: 
(14.3) Let H be a hexagonic structure satisfying the requirements (I), (II), 
(III), (IV). Then H can be identified with the hexagonic structure H1d for 
the field k, constructed in (12.8), which is commutative and of characteristic 
x(k) =F2. 
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